
Hentai University Cheat codes

 Blacklist - Adds a button beneath each image that will prevent it from ever 
appearing again. Use the codes export blacklist and import blacklist to share 
removed images

 New Name - Allows you to rename the cast

 Pervert - Characters now wear no clothes or lewd clothing in dialogue, 
logbook, and in some introduction scenes. Use again to disable.

 Vegetarian - Removes the game's male cast, for those who don't want any meat with their meal. 
Use again to toggle

 Carnivore - Removes the game's female cast, for all the meat-lovers out there

 No disguise - Removes the disguise over the player's speech in Sofia's scenes

 Cash money - Gives you $100 in cash money

 Nuclear option - Improves all stats to a high enough level for you to see all the content

 find mii - Makes all available encounters appear on the town map, so you don't need to wander 
about as much. You still need to meet the character at least once for them to appear like this

 mega easy - A large mass of quality of life changes. Namely every character appears on the town 
map, each day you're automatically moved to the town map at the start, no more end of day 
messages, increases to your stats, and $1000

 Eyestrain - Makes ghosts easier to hunt

 You will call me - Changes the master / mistress title to whatever you might prefer

 Good boy - Reduces your corruption to 1

 Thomas - Returns you to the prologue with a male picture, causes you to be referred to with male 
pronouns. No progress is lost this way

 Tomara - Returns you to the prologue with a female picture, causes you to be referred to with 
female pronouns. The player still has a dick

 Human Alteration App - Unlocks the human alteration app sub route protagonist as a profile 
image. Cosmetic only, art by Aya

 Princess Quest - Unlocks the princess quest protagonist as a profile image. Cosmetic only, art by 
Neromashin

 Rainy DayZ - Unlocks Jill Valentine as a profile image. Cosmetic only, art by unknown artist

 Prude - Disables the pervert cheat

 Nuclear option - Improves all stats to a high enough level for you to see all the content (hypnosis, 
hacking, and counselling)

 Spookwave - Test out the in-progress ghost hunting minigame

 oowoo - Dis makes de game unpayable

 Lobotomy - Changes the game's visual style to one I'm more comfortable reading with a larger 
font, stronger menu buttons, and frames that pop a bit more. Loosely based on Lobotomy 
Corporation in design.

 Persona - Changes the game's visual style to one based on the Persona games, specifically 
Persona 5

 Royalty - A work in progress visual style based on vaporwave but without the flickering, only the 
dialogue boxes are changed but I think they look pretty cool.

 Stiggy752 - Returns the game to its default visual style

 No disguise - Removes the disguise over the player's speech in Sofia's scenes.
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